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About This Content

New Japan Pro-Wrestling, Japan’s premiere pro-wrestling promotion, joins the roster! Battle alongside and against your
favorites in the all-new Fighting Road scenario mode.

Includes 39 wrestlers, new moves, edit parts and entrance themes.

*Internet Connection Required*
Internet connection required to access DLC content.

Fighting Road: 2017 NJPW Heavyweight Championship
Scenario mode where you join NJPW as a Young Lion with dreams of winning the IWGP Heavyweight Championship title. Do
you make it to the top, or will your career end before it even started? Plan a training regimen to match your fight style and join

up with either the Main Unit, L.I.J., CHAOS or Suzuki-Gun depending on your attitude in and out of the ring.

Updated Roster
Kazuchika Okada

Kenny Omega
Tetsuya Naito

Hiroshi Tanahashi
Minoru Suzuki
Hirooki Goto
Bad Luck Fale
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Michael Elgin
EVIL

SANADA
Togi Makabe
Kota Ibushi

Zack Sabre Jr.
Tomohiro Ishii

Katsuyori Shibata
Juice Robinson

Toru Yano
Tama Tonga

Takashi Iizuka
Tanga Loa

Yuji Nagata
Satoshi Kojima

Hiroyoshi Tenzan
Manabu Nakanishi

Super Strong Machine
Tomoaki Honma
YOSHI-HASHI

Taichi
Hiromu Takahashi

KUSHIDA
BUSHI

Ryusuke Taguchi
Gedo

TAKA Michinoku
Yoshinobu Kanemaru

El Desperado
Hirai Kawato

Katsuya Kitamura
Tomoyuki Oka
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All I can say is 'WOW'. This game completely understands and utilizes what made 90s horror games so nerve-racking.

From the very beginning I was expecting jumpscares to be at the forefront of this title, given the contrast between settings in the
screenshots, but I couldn't have been more wrong. It fully embraces its aesthetic and manipulates it in just the right way to give
you a feeling of unease that gradually increases as you delve deeper into what's going on with this town. I felt a genuine dread
with every level, and couldn't wait to see what awaited me as I continued onward. I don't want to spoil anything, so I'll just end
with this: if you've ever been creeped out by a game that came out during the mid-90s, this will absolutely recapture whatever it
is you felt. Buy this game.

Bravo to the developers. This was fantastic.. I see assetto corsa dlc, i buy.

Also F2004 and sounds mmmmmmmmm. A Bare-bones(heh) 16-bit styled metroidvania with gorgeous environments, awesome
bosses, vintage challenge and above all, an amazing soundtrack! just give it a listen.
https://franciscocerda.bandcamp.com/album/after-death-original-game-soundtrack

Theres touches of splatterhouse, castlevania 4, and that beloved metroidvania map and exploration. but the game REALLY feels
like a 16 bit game from the mid 90s and it feels like a lot of love went into making it feel that way. So many feels! sign up and
punch some skulls at once!. Easy 10/10.. The best RPG game!
Poland have a great company!. Upside:
Pr\u00e4sentation is good it develops a mood quickly and the engine works solid.
Movement is good, i never got stuck. Some of the enemies have interesting behaviour.

Downside:
Bad balancing makes into bad gameplay. Another single developer is his own best gametester.
Levels are crowdet with bullet-spongy enmies but the weapons are underpowered.
Still the game intends you to go in the middle of the action with only limit range weapons
and temporary kill - damage bonus. That would be neat, if the weapons could deliver a punch.
Each ammo pickup refills 100% ??? So you are forced to avoid them or waste alot.

It does not help that you are expected to do a 100% cleanup job to leave the level.
Theres a lot of potntial so i hope there will go some more balancing into it.. Do people even know this game exists? Great city
building game on Normal. Insane difficulty on Hard.. ok turnbased game. nothing special? clumsy controls.
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Wow. Words cannot describe the trouble i was in for screaming out twice from 2 different jump scares in a room full of ppl..
No Man's Sky 2.0

Makes a game that a lot of people want.
Makes a pre-release version of the game
Puts it up on Early Access to sell players that the game will recieve updates
Cashes it in
However 'No Man's Sky recieved multiple updates' after launch,
I haven't noticed a single one...

Don't buy this game, by all means
Just don't buy this game.
You are giving someone money to get an early access game that will never change.. One of the kookiest games I've played in
awhile. Really fun to play.. Far from the best of these kind of nes throw back games, but it's still pretty entertaining and with the
price being as low as it is it's defiently worth a look if you're into this kind of thing.. Overall, I would recommend The
Dungeoning. It's addicting, however there's currently not a whole lot present to keep you interested for very long. If you're in to
these types of games, then I would recommend you at least consider The Dungeoning.. Fun little dual stick shooter with
controller support. Random worlds but fairly limited enemies. Grenade based combat works quite well, however you find
yourslf hoarding some of the better ones for tough bad guys which makes the normal fighting prominent. only way to play cs
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